* DNA-binding protein searches for its target, a specific site on DNA, by means of diffusion. The search process consists of many recurrent steps of one-dimensional diffusion (sliding) along DNA chain and three-dimensional diffusion (hopping) after dissociation of a protein from DNA chain. Here we propose a computational method that allows extracting the contribution of sliding and hopping to the search process in vivo from the measurements of the kinetics of the target search by lac repressor in Escherichia coli (Hammar et al. (2012) . Science, 336, 1595). The method combines lattice Monte Carlo simulations with the Brownian excursion theory and includes explicitly steric constraints for hopping due to the helical structure of DNA. The simulation results including all experimental data revealed that the in vivo target search is dominated by sliding. The short-range hopping to the same base pair interrupts one-dimensional sliding while long-range hopping does not contribute significantly to the kinetics of the search of the target in vivo.
INTRODUCTION
Sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins such as transcription factors (TFs) locate their targets rapidly in cells despite presence of large excess of nonspecific DNA [1, 2] . A well-established kinetic mechanism, referred to as "facilitated diffusion" states that TFs when bound to DNA sample many base pairs by one dimensional diffusion (sliding) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Surprisingly, despite over 30 years of theoretical studies, the first experimental proof that sliding occurs in living cells (Escherichia coli) was given by Hammar et al. [2] . They placed two operators, targets for lac repressor, separated by different distances along DNA (between 25 and 200 base pairs). They determined the rate of the target location by lac repressor and compared the results to those obtained for cells having only one operator. The rate, k, for two operators was 2 times higher than the rate for the single operator, k 0 = k/2, only when the distance was larger than 65 bp. When the distance between two targets along DNA was reduced below 65 bp the rate decreased and approached k/2 for vanishing distance between them. The common name of this phenomenon is the "correlated search" process [7] . In principle, sliding [15, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] and hopping [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] of DNA-binding proteins contribute to the "correlated search" [7, [34] [35] [36] (see Fig. 1(a) ). But, Hammar et al. [2] interpreted the result as arising solely from sliding over distances of 36 bp, without taking into account hopping in the search process. Other experiments in vitro showed that hopping was a non-negligeable process in the kinetics of * Corresponding author: rholyst@ichf.edu.pl target location. For example, in buffer assay [37, 38] for cellular-like conditions revealed that the search over 30 bp by a DNA-binding protein involves at least one 3D hopping step [37] . The recent measurements of the binding kinetics of RNA polymerase to the promoter also show that the primary search mechanism is through 3D diffusion [39, 40] . Moreover, theoretical studies [35] suggest that hopping enhances the correlated search in compacted conformations of DNA. This difference between in vivo and in vitro results prompted us to ask the question: what is the contribution of short-range and long-range hopping to the kinetics of target location in living cells?
The direct observation of hopping and sliding of fluorescently labeled DNA-binding proteins on DNA are beyond both spatial and temporal resolution of today's methods [13, 37] . Instead indirect methods using two operators on DNA are applied both in vitro [37, 38, 41] and in vivo [2] for describing quantitatively the correlated search process. However none of these experimental methods can be applied to estimate contribution of sliding and hopping to the process in vivo. This study describes a comprehensive theoretical method of lattice Monte Carlo simulations with the Brownian excursion theory [42] . The method is applied to in vivo kinetic binding data of lac repressor [2] . The experiment [2] and molecular dynamics simulations [15] put strong constraints on our mesoscopic simulations. We fix the diffusion coefficients for lac repressor with and without DNA-binding domains [1] , include helical structure of DNA, and set the ratio of the reaction rates k/k 0 as a function of the distance between operators on DNA [2] . We also include the fact that the repressor binding is a diffusion-limited process [15] under conditions of correct mutual ori-entation of the DNA-protein pair. We are not aware of any other theoretical model applied to sliding and hopping in living cells with all these imposed constraints.
II. MODEL OF SLIDING AND HOPPING
We define sliding as the one-dimensional diffusion along the helical structure of DNA (Fig. 1) . Hopping is the 3D diffusion. Hopping starts upon microscopic dissociation of the protein from the DNA strand of predefined length. The protein begins 3D diffusion from a distance r start from DNA axis and continues until the protein returns to the same DNA strand. Short-range and long-range hopping are also defined. The former process consists of dissociation from a base pair, short excursion in 3D and return to this base pair, or to the nearest-neighbour base pair. The long-range hopping includes longer excursion in 3D and return to any other base pair of the same DNA strand. Finally macroscopic dissociation is a process consisting of the following steps: dissociation from the DNA and excursion to the predefined distance from the DNA strand (r max or z max , where z max is the distance along DNA, here taken as the persistence length of DNA) without any association with the DNA strand. By microscopic association we define a process of protein binding to DNA from a distance r min .
We model the TF correlated search with the following rules describing probability of the following events during the process: (sliding) Nonspecifically bound TF to DNA performs one of two exclusive steps [2, 7] : diffusive transition in either direction to the nearest base pair or microscopic dissociation. The probability of the former is given by
2 ) and the latter
where D 1 is one-dimensional diffusion coefficient of TF and k micro d is a microscopic dissociation rate of the protein from DNA chain. Microscopic dissociation releases TF from a DNA to a distance r start from which TF is allowed to diffuse freely in 3D [7] . This distance is a parameter in the model. Typically it is larger than the distance between DNA axis and the center of mass of TF [15] . (hopping) In the hopping event TF after dissociation from a given strand of DNA diffuses away from this DNA fragment at a distance r and next comes back in the neighborhood of the same DNA strand or to a different strand uncorrelated with the previous one. Mathematically we model this event by the probability P (r) that an object departing at a distance r start from the cylinder will return to the cylinder of radius r min (we assume that r min = 5.5 nm for LacI) after making an excursion at a distance equal to or greater than r [42] P (r) = (ln(r start ) − ln(r min ))/(ln(r) − ln(r min )). (1) A long-range excursion from a given fragment of DNA can lead to reassociation of the protein to elsewhere in the nucleoid and loss of the spatial correlation with the chain it has just dissociated [7, 43, 44] (macroscopic dissociation, see Fig. 1(a) ). The probability given by Eq.1 allows to differentiate trajectories that lead to macroscopic dissociations (r ≥ r max ) from hopping (r < r max ). The exact values of r max for E. coli nucleoid and LacI repressor are unknown. Berg et al. [7] defined TF macroscopic dissociation from DNA segment as an event in which TF reaches the average distance between the closest uncorrelated neighbouring DNA segments. Following this approach we get r max = 11 nm for predicted nucleoid volume [16] . Nevertheless, we examine different values of r max in the fitting procedure assuming r max = 11 nm as being the minimal distance for macroscopic dissociation [12] . The hopping requires explicit inclusion of the helical nature of DNA into the model of facilitated diffusion, because not every encounter of TF with DNA leads to reassociation. Only when TF reaches the surface of DNA close to the main grooves it can associate with DNA. The main grooves follow the helix along the surface of DNA and the helical structure of DNA imposes certain constraint. For example protein reassociation by hopping, with covered distance z = 5 bp along a DNA chain from last dissociation site, needs to involve φ = 180 degrees of protein excursion around the DNA axis ( Fig. 1(a) ). The TF excursion at the distance r is combined with a translocation along DNA axis and is characterised by the hopping variables (z, φ, t) describing distance along DNA axis, rebinding angle between consecutive dissociation/association events, and excursion time, respectively. To our knowledge, the analytical distribution of rebinding variables as a function of r is unknown. Therefore, we perform random walk simulations on the square lattice with mesh size r step , in which we count number of steps n up to reaching r min by TF from r start = r min +r step . For every trajectory that reaches (r, r + r step ) we calculated histogram of steps n and angles φ. The overall excursion time is t = nτ where τ = r 2 step /6D 3 . The number of steps n performed in our 2D simulations is 2/3 of all steps in 3D. Therefore we calculate the distance z along DNA axis during each TF excursion according to the following Gaussian distribution
(2) In Fig. 1(b) we show the distributions of rebinding angles φ for different excursion distances r. 3D diffusion causes reassociation of TF within narrow range of angles. Thus, taking into consideration the helical structure of DNA a single TF translocation by hopping to distinct base pairs is of low probability ( Fig. 1(c) ), orders of magnitude smaller than rebinding to the same base pair. Therefore the rebinding is highly peaked at the base pair TF dissociated from, independently of the initial distance r start . In our model, the rebinding takes place if (z,φ) follows helical pathway. The rebinding to the consecutive base pair requires φ = π/5 (i.e. 5 base pairs for 180 degrees) translocation within the range of reactive angles, ∆φ, the parameter in our model.
III. RESULTS
The simulation algorithm (Fig. 2) counts the number M of macroscopic association/dissociation events [7] i.e. excursions to r ≥ r max or excursion along DNA to distances |z| ≥ z max larger than the persistence length of DNA [16, 31] . The persistence length of DNA for in Outline of the simulation algorithm used in the interpretation of experiments performed for TF binding rates to two specific sites placed at a fixed distance on DNA. The method requires as a prerequisite the calculation of the histograms of diffusion steps n and rebinding angles φ for the parameters rstart and rmax (the maximal distance of excursion after dissociation varied from 11 nm to 40 nm). The eventdriven algorithm consists of the following steps: Initialise: s 2 , N (number of base pairs), M = 0; Macroscopic association: generate a random number ξ ∈ (1, N ), current position of DNA binding protein (POS) is POS=ξ; Sliding: draw a random number x from the uniform distribution in the unit interval, according to x choose one of three events: (i) change the position to POS+1 (with probability P+ = 1/2P = s 2 /(1 + 2s 2 )), (ii) change the position to POS-1 (with probability P− = s 2 /(1 + 2s 2 )), (iii) Microscopic dissociation (with probability P d = 1/(1 + 2s
2 )); Hopping: generate excursion distance r (the excursion distance r is generated from the distribution dP (r)/dr = (ln(rstart/rmin))/(r(ln(r/rmin))
2 ) by drawing a random number x from the uniform distribution in the unit interval and taking r = r 1/x start r (1−x)/x min ). If r ≥ rmax, then macroscopic dissociation will occur, M = M + 1. If r < rmax, calculate hopping distance z along DNA axis and draw rebinding angle φ from the histograms (see the main text for details). If pair (z, φ) follows a helical pathway of DNA draw a random number x from the uniform distribution in the unit interval. If x ≤ p (p is the probability of microscopic association) bind TF with DNA, otherwise repeat hopping; Specific binding: the procedure is finished when POS corresponds to the position of the operator/operators.
vivo conditions was calculated to be 23 nm [16] and we use this value herein. Every macroscopic event consists of recurrent number of sliding/hopping steps that constitute correlated sampling of DNA sites. Hammar et al.
[2] studied the lac repressor binding rates to two specific binding sites positioned at center-to-center distances 25, 45, 65, 115, and 203 bps (Fig. 3(d) ). Measured binding rates demonstrated correlations for binding and the results were interpreted as arising from long sliding distances s l = √ 2s ∼ 36 bp. In the experiment, the observable was the binding rate, k, to one of the operators in case of the system with double operators and rate with single operator system, k 0 . The time required for specific association to one of two operators differs only in number of macroscopic association tries, M (Fig. 2) , as compared to the system with single operator, M 0 . We have one binding event to the operator per M macroscopic tries, thus k ∼ 1/M t , where t is the average time of macroscopic dissociation/reassociation event (including hopping and sliding). Thus the ratio of the association rate to one of two operators to the association rate to the DNA with single operator is given by the exact formula k/k 0 = M 0 /M . The calculated ratio of macroscopic tries constitutes a fitting curve to experimental data k/k 0 with only one fitting parameter s 2 ( Fig. 3(d) ). The measured in vivo diffusion constants [1] for lac repressor with (D is lowered by interactions with nonspecific DNA and is given by
where
is a mean time spent by TF in the nonspecific complex with DNA and t 3 describes mean reassociation time of TF with DNA during 3D excursions. The value of 1D diffusion constant for lac repressor is assumed to be equal [16 In order to get the correct value of t 3 for a given pair of parameters (∆φ, r max ), that follows constraints for diffusion constants, we have to introduce probability of microscopic association for TF within reactive region ∆φ. We do it in the following way. We run additional random walk simulations on the cubic lattice with the same parameters as during the fitting procedure. The aim of these simulations is to get the average number of diffusive steps of length r step that TF carries out during 3D diffusion. If TF dissociates macroscopically, we randomise its position at the circumference of radius r max . Outside the range ∆φ reflective boundary conditions are applied. From these simulations we get the number of diffusive steps n 0 for p = 1, i.e. for the condition in which every reaching of the distance r min by TF leads to the microscopic association within the reactive angle range ∆φ. Then the total number of diffusive steps for a given value of the probability of microscopic association p is given by the scaling n t = n 0 /p. Fig. 3(a) presents values of n 0 obtained from the simulation data as a function of parameters ∆φ and r max . Hence, for a given value s 2 = D 1 t 1 we can find the probability of the microscopic association, for which the average time the protein spends during 3D difussion, t 3 , holds the relation between the values of the diffusion constants for lac repressor, as given by Eq. 3. The algorithm described in Fig. 2 is general and can be applied to various DNA-binding proteins. However, only for the lac repressor we have the knowledge about its diffusion constants [1] and its binding kinetics to two operators for different distances between them [2] .
The results of the simulations are used to fit the kinetic binding data [2] (Fig. 3(b-d) ). Total number of base pairs in the simulations was N = 2 · 10 4 bp and 10 5 simulation realisations were performed to calculate mean number of macroscopic tries that lead to the specific binding. Residual error (χ 2 ) of the experimental and simulation data is applied as a measure of goodness of the fit for two values of the parameter ∆φ = 36 o and 1 o . In both cases low value of macroscopic dissociation distance r max = 11 nm give the best fit for s 2 = 700 bp 2 that corresponds to sliding length of 37 bp being equal to the one determined in Ref. [2] . The correlated search in this case is due to the sliding where almost every microscopic dissociation leads to macroscopic dissociation. Parameter values r max = 30 nm, ∆φ = 36 o and r max = 20 nm, ∆φ = 1 o equally well explain the experimental results. The striking feature in the first case is broad, two order of magnitude, range of parameter values s 2 that give good fits to experimental data (Fig. 3(b) ). The sliding events now are interspersed by hopping. Combining results shown in Fig. 1(c) and Fig. 3 suggests that hopping is mainly to the same base pair TF dissociated from, not contributing to the correlated search of TF.
Despite the fact that the values of pairs (∆φ, r max ) are unknown in vivo we can envisage plausible mechanisms. Marklund et al. [15] , using molecular dynamics simulations, have shown that lac repressor during microscopic dissociation does not encounter an energy barrier, pointing that the binding of the repressor is diffusion-limited within a range ∆φ. Taking this result as the next constraint we can discard cases that well describe experimental data but are reaction-limited (e.g. for ∆φ = 36 o and r max = 11 nm, Fig. 3(b) , black circles). Hence, two cases: ∆φ = 36 o , r max = 30 nm (Fig. 3(b) , green diamonds) and ∆φ = 1 o , r max = 20 nm (Fig. 3(c) , red squares) fulfil all requirements, suggesting that in vivo correlated search consists of short sliding events interspersed by hopping and macroscopic dissociation distance much larger that 11 nm. During the same simulations that we carry out for generation of data points in Fig. 3(b-c) we collect the information of the number of hopping events per macroscopic dissociation as well as the probability of the hopping that leads to a different base pair than the one TF dissociated from. Thus, we get for (∆φ = 36 o , r max = 30 nm) that the probability of excursion to a different base pair is 0.01 and the mean number of 140 TF microscopic association events per macroscopic dissociation. Hence, the average number of hopping events contributing to the TF correlated search is 1.4. For the parameter (∆φ = 1 o , r max = 20 nm) the average number of hops to a different base pair drops to 0.1 per macroscopic dissociation.
Summarizing our results: Although two sets of parameters studied here are consistent with experiments in vivo in none of these cases long-range hopping of the lac repressor contributes to correlated search along DNA. The analysis shows that method explains experimental data when one of the parameters is fixed and the decrease of the range or reactive angle (∆φ) is associated with the decrease of the distance of macroscopic dissociation r max . The case with extremely small reactive angle (∆φ = 1 o ) is rather improbable in view of free rotation of the transcription factor and large size of major grooves of DNA. Therefore our simulations give for the set of parameters, consistent with aforementioned experimental constraints: ∆φ = 36 o , r max = 30 nm, s 2 = 6 bp 2 , the sliding distance of s l = √ 2s ∼ 3 bp. Despite the fact that lac repressor often dissociates from DNA (140 times before macroscopic dissociation) it does return to the same base pair, therefore effectively it stays at close proximity to DNA during many short hopping events. Only one, on average, of all these microscopic reassociations is to a different (usually the closest neighbour) base pair. The effective sliding distance (before macroscopic dissociation) is √ 140·3 bp ∼36 bp as in the Hammar's et al. [2] model of pure sliding. However many dissociation events mean that lac represor does not tighly bind to the nonspecific sites on DNA. The macroscopic dissociation occurs when the repressor diffuses a distance r max = 30 nm from a DNA strand. The constraints imposed in the simulations are as follows: the diffusion coefficient in 3D, D 3 = 3 µm 2 s −1 and 1D diffusion coefficient is
, and z max = 23 nm. Also, we assume, following the microscopic simulations of Marklund et al [15] , that binding of Lac repressor to DNA is the diffusion limited reaction without additional barriers, but within the reactive angle ∆φ = 36 o .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We present the mesoscopic simulations of LacI repressor searching for operator on DNA in E. coli. Parameters for our simulation algorithm are strongly constrained by the experimental data. New element in the simulation algorithm is the explicit representation of hopping in the framework of the Brownian excursion theory [42] . Our model also explains two seemingly contradictory statements: that DNA-binding protein performs only long slidings [2] and that in the correlated search with asymmetric dimers for intracellular-like conditions there is at least one hopping step [37] . Densely packed DNA in the bacterial nucleoid imposes that 3D diffusion contributes to the macroscopic events but not to the correlated search by lac repressor in Escherichia coli. This result is in contradiction to models showing that 3D excursions contribute to the correlated search [35] . The difference is due to the fact that our model is more detailed and encompasses all available experimental data. From our model it is clear that increasing the macroscopic dissociation distance results in deterioration of the fit to experimental data (Fig. 3(d) ). Long excursions observed in vitro, much beyond macroscopic dissociation distances considered in this work, result from elongated (and not compactly packed) DNA chain [30, 31] .
The regulation of the expression of lac operon by LacI repressor serves as a paradigm of gene regulation in prokaryotes. The kinetic modelling of in vivo facilitated diffusion of LacI repressor [2, 16, 45, 46] shows that the repressor search is close to the optimal conditions for target location. Additionally, the facilitated diffusion contributes to the reduction of noise in gene expression [47] and hence to more precise regulation of gene expression. Thus, the detailed models of facilitated diffusion are crucial to understand the mechanisms of optimisation of the target search by transcription factors. The algorithm presented here can support the existing computational models algorithms of facilitated diffusion [48, 49] . It can be also extended to include a probability of DNA sequence recognition by a transcription factor [2, 17, 27, 35, [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] , kinetic transitions between different states of a transcription factor [20, 58] or the effect of macromolecular crowding on the target search due to the presence of other DNA-binding proteins [16, [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] .
Here, we neglect the effect of interfering of lac repressor motion by other DNA-binding proteins [59, 60] and by a densely packed nucleoid. This assumption is justified by the fact that for fast-growth conditions considered here and applied in in vivo experiments, the calculated fraction of DNA that is free from DNA-binding proteins is 0.85 [16] . Taking into accout this fraction and model of random positioning of DNA-binding proteins on DNA we obtained that DNA-binding proteins do not affect significantly the sliding of the lac repressor [16] . Also lack of specific binding sites for RNA polymerase, CRP, and H-NS between lac operators does not change the rate of lac repressor binding as compared to rate observed for native interoperator sequences with these binding sites [2] . DNA is less densely packed for fast growth conditions and for example a distribution of lac repressor does not depend on the spatial location of its encoding gene [65] . The repression strength for lac repressor as a function of intergenic distance is also reproduced by a model in which spatial homogeneity of the repressor is assumed [65] . Additionaly the values of mean-square displacement of LacI dimer [1] show that diffusion is not confined for the repressor. Aforementioned phenomena need to be incorporated into facilitated diffusion model for slow growth conditions [65] .
The model proposed in the present study considers simplified interactions between DNA-binding protein and helical DNA chain as it includes only orientation constraints for protein-DNA association. Thus it should be considered as a reference to more detailed models of protein hopping and sliding on nonspecific DNA. Combination of Molecular Dynamics simulations [15, 66, 67] and detailed Brownian Dynamics simulations will give insight into the impact of electrostatic steering [68] and other interactions on the target search at the TF-DNA distances between sliding and unconstrained 3D diffusion. Nevertheless, this model predicts that for all ranges of DNA reactive angles and even for perfect steering approximated by a case in which whole surface of DNA/transcription factor is reactive hopping does not contribute to the correlated target search by the lac repressor.
The method is applicable also to studies of a TF binding/unbinding kinetics to regulatory regions with multiple TF binding sites. Preliminary studies of the facilitated diffusion of transcription factors have started recently to appear also for eukaryotic cells [69, 70] . The analysis presented here establishes the experimental parameters that are required to gauge the contribution of one-and three-dimensional diffusion to the correlated search process and thus can drive future experiments and support analysis of measured TF binding kinetics.
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